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Prolog

For this exercise, you need to install a Prolog interpreter. Please download the files ias prolog.tar.bz2 and
alexandria.tar.bz2 from the homepage. Then extract the two archives to your home directory and link
the asd files:

cd ~

tar xvjf ias_prolog.tar.bz2

tar xvjf alexandria.tar.bz2

cd ~/asdf-systems

ln -s ../ias_prolog/prolog.asd .

ln -s ../alexandria/alexandria.asd .

Now you should be able to load the Prolog interpreter in SLIME:

(asdf:operate ’asdf:load-op :prolog)

Now change the Lisp package:

(in-package :pl)

Test if you can execute a Prolog query:

(?- (my-member ?x (1 2 3 4)))

This will print the first solution. You can get subsequent solutions with “;” and exit the current query
with “.”.

Please put your solution in the file ias prolog/solution.lisp.

1. Implement the following predicates:
(a) MY-LENGTH:

(?- (MY-LENGTH (A B C D) ?N))
?N = (succ (succ (succ (succ 0)))).

(b) MY-APPEND:
(?- (MY-APPEND ?X ?Y ?Z))
?Z results from appending ?Y to ?X.

(c) REVERSE:
(?- (MY-REVERSE ?X ?Y))
?Y is the reversed list of ?X.

(d) REMOVE:
(?- (REMOVE ?X ?Ys ?Zs))
?Zs is the list of Ys without any occurrences of X.

(e) REMOVE-ALL:
(?- (REMOVE-ALL ?Xs ?Ys ?Zs))
?Zs is the list of Ys without any occurrences of elements in Xs.

2. Write PROLOG rules to express the terms father, mother, son, daughter, and grand- versions of
each of them. Also define parent, child, wife, husband, brother, sister, uncle, and aunt. You have to
decide which relations are primitive (or facts and stored in the PROLOG database) and which ones
are derived by rules. For example: you can define grandfather as follows:
(<-(GRANDFATHER ?G ?C)

(FATHER ?G ?P)



(PARENT ?P ?C))

3. Validate the following statements using the formalizations from problem 2. I married a widow (let’s
call her W) who has a grown-up daughter (call her D). My father (F), who visited us often, fell in
love with my step-daughter and married her. Hence my father became my son-in-law and my step-
daughter became my mother. Some months later, my wife gave birth to a son (S1), who became the
brother-in-law of my father, as well as my uncle. The wife of my father, that is, my step-daughter, also
had a son (S2). Represent the situation using the predicates from problem 2, verify the conclusions,
and prove that the narrator is his own grandfather.


